
DAMIAN
BARTOSIAK

LANGUAGES

Polish (native)
English B2

HOBBY
Technology
Tennis
Board games

FULLSTACK
DEVELOPER

SKILLS

React
Sass
Tailwind CSS
Node
Express
MongoDB
Git

Address: Koszalin, Poland 
Email: bartosiak.contact@gmail.com 
Phone: +48 884 696 633

LINKS

Portfolio: 
damianbartosiak.dev 

GitHub:
github.com/bartosiak

LinkedIn: 
linkedin.com/in/damian-bartosiak

EDUCATION

Master's Degree, Academy of Physical Education,
Wroclaw, 2019

COURSES

FULLSTACK DEVELOPMENT COURSE
Academia108

Intensive fullstack development course completed at Academia108,
providing comprehensive training in both front-end and back-end
technologies.
Notable feature: Received personalized mentorship with a dedicated mentor,
providing tailored guidance and support in a 1:1 setting.

PROFESSIONAL TENNIS COACH
SEPTEMBER 2019 - NOVEMBER 2022 Koszalin

Analyzed matches, indicating analytical skills and attention to detail
Provided professional care for players during worldwide travels, showing
responsibility and adaptability

EXPERIENCE

I am a person who loves to solve problems, which prompted me to change my
profession and become a programmer. I completed the Full Stack course to gain
an in-depth understanding of the principles of both sides of programming front-
end and back-end. I gained my experience by working on my own projects, which
allowed me to practice and improve my programming skills. I am looking for an
opportunity where I could contribute to the success of the company while
developing my skills and knowledge. I believe that my skills and experience can
bring value to any programming team.

PROJECTS

SCHOOL ADMIN PANEL

React |  Node |  Express |  MySQL |  Sequelize

Displaying substitutions and announcements
Adding and deleting photos
The project is constantly developed in collaboration with another
programmer which allows to improve programming skills through teamwork
and cooperation

Repository

ONLINE TENNIS SHOP
Mastered the implementation of Multer for efficient file uploads.
Gained expertise in managing user roles and tokens.
Honed my ability to utilize context for streamlined cart state management.

React |  Node |  Express |  MongoDB |  Multer

Project   |   Repository

CRM
Skills were developed in API creation
Experience was gained in managing a MongoDB database
Proficiency was increased in backend development
Knowledge was acquired in integrating frontend with backend

React |  Node |  Express |  MongoDB |  Bootstrap

Project   |   Repository front-end  |   Repository back-end

I hereby give consent for my personal data included in the application to be
processed by (company name) for the purposes of the recruitment process.I agree to
the processing of personal data provided in this document for realising the
recruitment process pursuant to the Personal Data Protection Act of 10 May 2018
(Journal of Laws 2018, item 1000) and in agreement with Regulation (EU) 2016/679
of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of
natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free
movement of such data, and repealing Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection
Regulation).

https://damianbartosiak.dev/
https://github.com/bartosiak
http://linkedin.com/in/damian-bartosiak
https://github.com/PanDamax01/admin-panel-express-baza-sql
https://toptenis.damianbartosiak.dev/
https://github.com/bartosiak/online-tennis-shop
https://crm.damianbartosiak.dev/
https://github.com/bartosiak/crm-frontend
https://github.com/bartosiak/crm-backend

